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I An extra primary feather and abnormal 
sequence of primary moult in a House 
Sparrow Passer domesficus 

On 2 1.07.97 a first-year (Euring code 3) male House Sparrow 
Passer domesticus with un extra primary feather in the right wing 
was trapped at El Corral de las Arrimadas, León (NW Spain). 
The left wing showed the normal number of feathers. The primaries 
were in active moult, but the sequence was not typical. A 
comparison of the wings showed that the probable extra primary 
was one of the tract 4-6 (descendently). 
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Few reports on extra flight-feathers in 
the wing have been published to date, 
most of them dealing with additional 
secondaries in individuals of certain 
species of passerines. Recently, reports 
have been made for the Tree Sparrow 
Passer rnontanus (Bigas & Copete 1992), 
Serin Serinus serinus (Copete et al. 1992), 
Reed Bunting Emberiza schoeniclus 
(Bertolero et al. 1992), Blackcap Sylvia 
atricapilla (Fernández 1993), Citril Finch 
Serinus citrinella, Reed Warbler 
Acrocephalus scirpaceus and Cirl Bunting 
Emberiza cirlus (Barriocanal et al. 1 993). 
As regards primaries, the papers of 
Stresemann (1 963), Hanmer (1 981) and 
Melville (1 985) should be mentioned, but 

such references are scarcer. Some of 
these authors suggest that this 
phenomenon may be commoner than is  
generally thought, calling for regular 
examination of wings by ringers, to 
ascertain the rate of appearance. 

The House Sparrow Passer domes- 
ticus shows a normal number of 10 
primaries, 6 secondaries and a total of 
19 wing flight-feathers, like most Pale- 
arctic passerines (Snow 1967). O n  
21.07.97 a first-year (Euring code 3) 
male House Sparrow was trapped at El 
Corral de las Arrimadas (42O48' N, 5O14' 
W), province of León (NW Spain). The 
bird was aged and sexed according to 
usual techniques based on plumage 
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PI0 P9 P8 P7 P6 P+ P5 P4 P3 P2 F1 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 T1 T2 T3 

Leftwing O O 0  O 2  5 5 2  5 3  O 0  O 0  O 0 0  O 0  
Rightwing O O 0  O 2 5  5 5 3  5 3  O 0  O 0  O 0 0  O 0  

Table 1. Moult score of both wings. P: primaries; S: secondaries; T: tertials; P+: extra 
primary. 

Taula I .  Puntuació de muda dámbdues ales. P, primcjrjes; S: secundaries; E terciaries; P+: 
primaria suplemenfaria; Leff wing ala esquerra; Right wizg ala dreta. 

characteristics, showing a mixture of 
male- and female-type plumages, as is 
typical for  a first-year male House 
Sparrow in  summer while in  rnoult 
(Svensson 1 997). 

A careful examination of the bird 
showed a total of 11 primaries in the right 
wing. Differences in shape between the 
extra feather and the rest were not found. 
The number of feathers in the left wing 
was normal. The wing feathers were in 
active moult; moult scores according to 
Ginn & Melville (1 983) are provided in 
Table 1. The sequence was not typical, 
with primaries 1,3 and 6 (descendently) 
i n  growth, pr imar ies 2, 4 and 5 
completely fresh, and primaries 7-1 O old, 
according to wear. 

The moult sequence was symmetrical 
in the two wings, apart from the presence 
of the extra primary in the right wing. Its 
position and insertion was not apparent, 
but comparison suggested that the pro- 
bable additional feather was one of the 
tract 4-6. This case and others of extra 
[rnetacarpal] prirnaries harmoniously 
inserted (Miller 1924, Stresemann 1963, 
Melville 1985) agree with the hypothesis 
put forward by Stresemann (1963), that 
clairned a lack of evolutionary change in 
the number of functional primaries in 
most g roups o f  birds, against the 
t radi t ional  vision that  proposed a 
reduction in  the number of d ig i ta l  
primaries in the course of evolution (e.g. 
Stegmann 1962). 

The b i rd  was not  recaptured 
subsequently. Thus, some aspects such 
as possible regularisation of number of 
feathers in consecutive moult cycles could 
not be observed. As mentioned above, 
careful examination of bird wings during 
ringing would probably help to add 
evidence about the frequency and 
possible interpretation of abnormalities 
in the number of wing feathers: moving 
from casual findings to evolutionary 
implications: 
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RESUM 

Primeria suplementbria i seqüencia 
anormal de muda de primeries en un 
Pardal Comú Passer domesticus 

El dia 2 1.07.97 es va capturar a Co- 
r ra l  de las Arrimadas, León (nord 
d'Espanya) un Pardal Comú Passer 
domesticus mascle de primer any (codi 
Euring 3) amb una primaria addicional 
a I'ala dreta. L'ala esquerra tenia e l  

, nombre normal  de  plomes. l 'ocell 
mostrava muda activa de primaries, 
per6 la seqüencia registrada no era ti- 
pica. La comparació entre ambdues ales 
va suggerir que la ploma suplementaria 
corresponia probablement a una del 
tracte 4-6 (numerades descendent- 

1 ment). 
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Extra primary in a House Sparrow 
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